1. Welcome & Introductions
2. Summary Report on ShipArc 2015 Conference
3. Plenary Speakers Intro Remarks (IICWG, NAMMCO, BarentsWatch, ICC)
4. Observer State Remarks on their Shipping Interests
   a. Particular shipping projects of interest
   b. Shipping-related research in the Arctic
   c. Present and projected shipping traffic by their flagged vessels
5. Arctic Shipping Data Service (ASDS) - update & progress report
6. PAME I-2015 Shipping ROD Review & Discussion (AMSA, AOR, etc.)
   a. ARHC Paper - Discussion (if paper submitted)
   b. Update on Ship Traffic in High Seas Area of the Arctic (Norway)
   c. HFO Phase III Project (Norway & USA)
   d. IALA-PAME Partnership Status & Update on development of a proposed draft project plan (USA)
   e. Discussion of Papers Submitted on National Regulation of Fishing Vessel Safety & Pollution Prevention - Possible next steps (e.g., Polar Code Phase II support)
   f. Discussion of Papers Submitted on Invasive Species in Arctic Waters
   g. Regional Reception Facilities Paper
   h. U.S. Paper on World Ocean Assessment
   i. Discussion on papers submitted with respect to terrestrial AIS stations
   j. MEMA project
   k. US Paper on Pleasure Craft & Yacht Safety in the Arctic
   l. Task Force on Oil Pollution Prevention (TFOPP) Update (Finland)
   m. Discuss possible ROD extending standing invitation to IMO to attend PAME meetings as expert
7. Arctic Marine Tourism Project - status and follow-up (Canada)
8. PAME Shipping Matrix Review and Update
   a. Address/incorporate new mandates (e.g., AMSP 2015-2025, Iqaluit Declaration)
   b. PAME Shipping Projects/Initiatives - Priority Setting
9. Task Force on Arctic Marine Cooperation
10. Other business
11. Adjourn